Abstract-The paper presents an approach for adding probabilistic reasoning to ontologies. We show how an extended form of Bayesian network can be extracted from an existing ontology. The structure of the Bayesian Network is obtained by means of an analysis of the classes and their relationships, and the initial distributions are obtained by considering the instances. The resulting Bayesian network offers reasoning capabilities that can satisfy an interesting set of probabilistic queries.
INTRODUCTION
Ontologies [1] have been proposed as the means for adding semantics to the web. They provide formal representations of knowledge about given domains, amenable to be processed by machines. Specifically, an ontology explicitly represents the classes of entities that can exist in the domain, their properties, their relationships, the roles they can play, how they are decomposed into parts, and the events and processes in which entities can participate. Knowledge can be extracted from an ontology by means of logical reasoning that exploits both the relationships among classes (concepts) and the facts stored in it (the instances of the classes). In this paper we show that the very fact that the ontology contains both the data and their semantic description offers the opportunity of even another kind of reasoning, that is probabilistic reasoning. The idea is simple. The semantic organization of concepts can provide the conditional probability dependencies among them, and the frequencies of the data instances can provide the needed probability distributions. Our approach allows one to perform probabilistic reasoning over an ontology without any need of modifying the ontology itself. The treasure, i.e. all it is needed for the reasoning, is already there. There is the need of some processing, but there is no need of adding explicit knowledge. The need of extending the ontological approach to include some form of probabilistic reasoning is well understood [2] . Uncertainty exists in almost every aspect of ontology engineering, for example in domain modeling and ontology reasoning. Assuming, for example, that our knowledge is about business, we could want to be able to answer queries like "which is the likelihood of default of a company given that it is limited and has branches outside Europe? ".
In the next section we review the existing approaches to extend ontology formalisms with forms of probabilistic reasoning. All of them require modifications of the structure of the ontology and, as far as we know, ours is the first proposal that avoids it. In our view, an ontology is a set of structured domains and relationships among them. Our method is composed of three steps. The first one is to compile the ontology into a layered Bayesian network. The ontology compiling process extracts the Bayesian network structure directly from the schema of the knowledge base (TBox). The second one is about learning the initial probability distributions; we provide a computation process for learning the probability distributions, both prior and conditional, directly from the ontology instances (ABox), based on Bayes theorem. The third one is to perform probabilistic reasoning, by means of inference schemas based on the structure of the Bayesian network extracted.
The next section briefly discuss probabilistic reasoning in ontologies, and presents the main research lines related to our work. Section III oulines our approach, while section IV presents the fundamental aspects of our probabilistic reasoning approach, i.e. layered Bayesian Networks. Sections V and VI presents the details of the method and section VII offers an example of the use of the implemented system. The conclusions are devoted to future research issue.
II. RELATED WORK
There is increasing interest in extending traditional ontology formalisms to include sound mechanisms for representing uncertain knowledge and reasoning about it. An important question, therefore, is how probabilistic formalisms such as Bayesian Networks can be integrated with formal ontologies. Probabilistic theories produce qualified conclusions, graded by numerical measures of plausibility. By contrast, formal ontologies focus on purely logical reasoning that leads to definite conclusions. While there are several upper ontologies, each with its own type lattice, generally there is no uncertainty associated with the relations in a single ontology. However, the situation changes when we consider the problem of categorizing instances. Probability theory is an essential tool for performing this kind of inference in a systematic and principled manner. The information about probabilities can be obtained from the analysis of instance frequencies, from the judgment of experienced experts, from physical characteristics of sensing systems, or from some combination of the above.In general, there are two different research for handle uncertainty in this context. The first one is trying to extend the current ontology representation formalism with uncertainty reasoning, the second one is to represent probabilistic information using an OWL or RDF(S) ontology. Our proposal is in between the two research lines, because it neither modifies the ontology formalism nor represents the probability concepts within the ontology.
One of the most related work is [3, 4] . The authors represent the probability concept within OWL, that is, they develop a framework which augments and supplements OWL for representing and reasoning with uncertainty based on Bayesian networks. They augment OWL semantics to allow probabilistic information to be represented via additional markups. The result would be a probabilistic annotated ontology that could then be traslated into a Bayesian network. Such an approach deals only with the is_a relationships while we can deal also with other kind of relationships (object properties) and then we can offere more general from of reasoning.
Another relevant work in this area is [5] . It enables OWL ontologies to represent complex Bayesian probabilistic models, in a way that is flexible enough to be used by diverse Bayesian probabilistic tools based on different probabilistic technologies. This approach requires the modification and the re-arranging of the original knowledge base for dealing with uncertainty, by introducing new relations, or by using non classical Bayesian networks. Our approach, instead, extracts the Bayesian Network from the ontology itself by exploiting both the TBox and the ABox. [5] can be more flexible than our current method, but it requires an explicit input from the expert. As a pro of our method we think that, in the general context of the semantic web, it is highly desirable that the uncertainty model for it and the related reasoner require minimal changes/modifications to semantic web and the knowledge base. This may turn out to be the determining factor for the community to accept or reject such systems/theories.
III. THE APPROACH
We present an extension to ontology querying for handling uncertainty, that does not imply an extension of the ontology representation formalism. The measures of uncertainty are derived directly from the knowledge base (which contains crisp knowledge), and no initial probability distributions for answering queries involving probabilities are required. The proposed extension to ontology queries is obtained by using Bayesian network (BN) reasoning. According to RDF/OWL definitions, we can distinguish two kinds of relations: the first one is the "is a" relation, establishing a hierarchical structure (for example a taxonomy) within a specific domain, and the second one is the object property relation, binding structured domains coded as hierarchies to other structured domains. Fig. 2 presents an example of ontology, composed of 4 hierachies (Company, Person, Project, Sector and Event) along with a number of object properties. With respect to each kind of relation, a distinct probability space of the ontology instances exists. These probability spaces are independent, and we model them by means of layered Bayesian networks. We define a process to compile an ontology TBox into the structural part of the layered Bayesian network. Then, on the basis of the frequencies of ontology instances, the probability distributions are computed by using Bayes theorem. In a few words, our process codes each hierarchy k into a Bayesian network B k , at the first level. At the upper level the resulting Bayesian network has all the B k as nodes and all the relations (object properties) among hierarchies as annotated arcs. The uncertainty of the causal relationships is represented locally by conditional probability tables (CPTs) in terms of both instances belonging to an ontology class, referring to each B k network, and triples belonging to ontology statements, referring to relations among hierarchies. All of these CPTs are coded in the BN probabilistic part. Our implemented system allows solving queries by executing different inference schemas.
IV. TWO LEVELS BAYESIAN NETWORKS
BNs provide an elegant mathematical structure for modeling complex relationships among hypotheses, while keeping a relatively simple visualization of these relationships. We introduce a specific structure called twolevels Bayesian Network (2lBN in the following), in order to represent the probabilistic knowledge extracted from an ontology. The main definitions of 2lBN are based on the Hierarchical Bayesian Networks features [6, 7] . 2lBNs are very similar to Bayesian Networks in that they represent probabilistic dependencies between variables as a direct acyclic graph, where each node of the graph corresponds to a random variable and it is labeled by the conditional probability of that variable given the values of its parents in the graph. In 2lBN each node can contain, in turn, a Bayesian Network. So, a node can represent a complex structured domain, rather than a simple event. Then, each arc represents the relationships among the values of the domains coded by the source and the target node. This allows the random variables of the network to represent the values of the domains they code, at the lower level. It means that within a single node, there may also be links between components, representing probabilistic dependencies among parts of the lower level structure. In the rest of the paper we will use the following terminology. Each node representing a specific hierarchical domain by means of a Bayesian Network is called High Level Node (HLN). Each arc binding HLNs is called High Level Relation (HLR). Each node within an HLN, that represents a specific value in that domain, is called Low Level Node (LLN). Each arc binding LLNs is called Low Level Relation (LLR). Each hierarchy is referred to as domain concept; it is represented as an HLN, that contains a Bayesian Network representing all the values of that domain. Each HLR is labelled by the name of the specific relation. It is not necessary to label LLRs, because they represent "is a" relationships among domain values, within specific HLNs.
A 2lBN consists of two parts. The first one, depicted in figure 1(a) , is the structural part containing the variables of the network, HLNs and LLNs, and describing the relationships among them:
• HLR, i.e. the labelled relationships among each HLN.
• LLR, i.e. all the "is a" relationships among each LLN belonging to each specific HLN. The second one, depicted in figure 1(b) , is the probabilistic part containing the conditional probability tables that quantify all the HLRs and LLRs of the structural part.
2lBNs encode conditional probability dependencies as standard Bayesian Networks. In general, by using 2lBNs it is possible to express dependencies in structured domains.
V. THE ONTOLOGY COMPILING PROCESS
The ontology compiling process for deriving the 2lBN directly from the ontology is composed of two phases:
1. Phase one: compiling the ontology TBox into a 2lBN structural part 2. Phase two: compiling the ontology ABox into a 2lBN probabilistic part Phase one maps each ontology concept to a random variable of the 2lBN, and builds the whole structure of the Bayesian network. Each ontology class is mapped to a LLN, and each hierarchy is mapped to an HLN. Note that each hierarchy can be detected by analyzing all the ontology root classes; if an hierarchy has only one root class it is a taxonomy. "is a" relationships are represented by arcs (LLRs) connecting LLNs, and object properties are represented by arcs (HLRs) connecting HLNs. The phase one of our process applied to the ontology in figure  2 , produces the 2lBN shown in figure 5 .
Phase two allows associating values of uncertainty to the nodes modelled in the first phase. The information about the uncertainty of the concepts and relations in an ontology, is represented here by means of probability distributions. In general, they can be provided by domain experts, but in our approach they are directly derived by means of the explicit knowledge stored in the ontology. We deal with two kinds of distributions, one, representing the probability that an arbitrary ontology instance belongs to a specific class, and a second one, representing the probability that an arbitrary ontology instance is involved in specific object properties. If class A for example, represents a concept, we treat it as a random Boolean variable (LLN) of two states a and ¬a, and we interpret P(a) as the prior probability that an arbitrary instance belongs to a, and P(a|b) as the conditional probability that an instance of class B also belongs to class A. The meaning of P(¬a), P(¬a|b), P(a|¬b), P(¬a|¬b) is analogous when the negation is interpreted as "not belonging to". The result is a table in which the first two columns report all ontology classes and the domain concepts to which they belong. The other columns report all the possible combinations of the truth values of the Boolean random variables. Each column identifies a combination corresponding to a "state of belonging" s i in which each instance can be in. For each of those combinations the instances belonging to that state s i are counted. Starting from this table, we can compute the probability distribution by applying the Bayes formula in the following form:
where t i and t j refer to ontology classes.
Concerning relations among domain concepts, we treat domains and ranges of object properties as random multivalue variables (HLNs), that associate instances belonging to a class to instances belonging to another class with a certain likelihood, w.r.t. the object property that they encode. So, we have to compute the distributions associated to each HLN w.r.t. the object properties that involve it. Each HLN assumes all the possible values referring to its own domain concept value, and the values of the domain concept over which it ranges via specific labelled Bayesian conditioning. For example, the conditional probability distribution of the hasCeo object property is specified by the following notation:
P Person Company
This particular notation represents the probability that the hasCeo relation exists between a specific kind of company and a specific class of persons, depending on how both the person and company domains are modelled in the ontology. It is computed by applying the Bayes formula in the following form:
P Company c hasCeo Person p P Person p Company c P Company c hasCeo Person All
where c and p are classes belonging to the person concept and the company concept respectively, and Person = All stands for all the instances belonging to person (in this case both man and woman). Note that all the instances are counted in the HLN entered by the Bayesian conditioning arc. Referring again to the example of figure 2, for computing ( | )
hasCeo P Person man Company supplier
we count all the instances of person which belongs to class man, and they are chief executive officers of a company that belongs to class supplier. Then, we count all the instances of any person (e.g., man and woman) which is chief executive officer of a company that belongs to class supplier. The ratio between those quantities yields the likelihood that a man is chief executive officer of a supplier company.
VI. BAYESIAN NETWORK REASONING The basic computation on Bayesian networks is the computation of the probability of every node (its conditional probability) given the evidence that has been observed so far. Although evaluating Bayesian networks is, in general, NP-hard, there is a class of networks that can be efficiently solved. The class is that of the polytrees. Our system assumes the polytree property for the networks. The property requires that the underlying undirected graph has no more than one path between any two nodes (the underlying undirected graph is the graph one gets by ignoring the directions of the edges). In particular, for each node t, it is possible to partition all the other nodes into two disjoint sets. The first one, is the set of nodes which are over t (>> in the following), meaning those nodes that are connected to t only via the fathers of t. The second one is the set of nodes which are under t (<< in the following), meaning those nodes that are connected to t only via the immediate descendents of t as depicted in figure 3(b) . The general form of a query is:
Both QUERY and EVIDENCE are polytree HLNs. q and e are specific LLNs belonging to the proper HLN. It is possible to represent both a prior probability and a conditional probability by specifying an evidence. The evidence can refer either to "is a" ontology relationships among classes or to object properties. In the latter case, the Bayesian conditioning is annotated by the path composed of the arcs connecting the query node to the evidence node (e.g., the set of object properties connecting the query class to the evidence class). Each path can be either a simple path, that is a single polytree arc, or a composite path, that is a sequence of polytree arcs. A composite path is the concatenation of several simple paths. The concatenation operator is represented by ".". It is important to note that it is possible to perform inference about both the ontology "is a" structure and the ontology object properties. The system implements recursive inference schemas for solving reasoning tasks. The complexity is polynomial when the graph of the Bayesian network is a polytree [8] , while it is linear when the graph of the Bayesian network is a tree. The most critical problem related to the efficiency of the inference process is that of finding the optimal order in which the computations are performed. The inference task is, in principle, solved by performing a sequence of multiplications and additions. In the following we present the main inference schemas [9] by using the network in figure 3 (a) as example:
• Causal inference. In general, it permits to compute the probability of an effect E given one of its cause C 1 . The main steps are re-writing the conditional probability of E given the evidence C 1 in terms of all the probabilities of E and all of its parents (which are not part of the evidence C 1 ), given the evidence. For example, referring to figure 3(a) , in order to compute P(D|B) we have:
• Diagnostic inference. It permits to compute the probability of a cause C 1 given its effect E. By applying Bayes rule, the diagnostic reasoning is transformed into a causal reasoning with respect to a normalisation factor. For example, in order to compute P(B|D) we have:
P D B P B P B D P D =
Note that this is the application of the Bayes formula, and P(D|B) is computable by applying a causal inference schema.
( ) ( )
P B P D
is called normalisation factor.
• Explaining away inference. It is a combination of the previous schemas. It uses a step of causal inference within a diagnostic process. For example, for computing P(B|A,D), we have to apply Bayes rule:
P D A B P B P B A D P A D =
By using the definition of conditional probability the above is equivalent to:
( | , ) ( | ) ( ) ( , )
P D A B P A B P B
P A D Finally, depending on the structure of the network in figure 3(a) , we obtain that P(B|A,D) is equal to:
P D A B P A P B P A D
Reasoning among LLNs belonging to the same HLN, allows one to make inference for answering queries about concept subsumption, classes overlap, and classes inclusion. The inference engine here developed, supports more general reasoning tasks than the above. From the ontology point of view, it means we can formulate queries involving object properties. At this level each arc of the polytree has a specific semantics given by the object property it refers to, and a label given by the name of that object property. So, the conditional probability of an HLN, depends both on the evidence node and on which arcs bind it to the evidence node. Each arc induces its conditioning on the other HLNs along the query path (we call it as induced conditional probability). In fact, traversing an arc p i on a path means that we have to restrict the next conditioning space to the one in which the object property referred by p i holds. In terms of space complexity, it can't be efficient to compute in advance all the conditional probabilities of all the possible conditionings among spaces individuated by each arc. It is more convenient to compute dynamically all the induced conditional probabilities, every time we have to solve a specific Bayesian query. The Bayes formula is used also for computing these probabilities, but the induced space in which its arguments are evaluated is depending on the set of arcs via which we reached the current arc. In our system, first of all, each Bayesian query is decomposed into the product of factors of directly computable probabilities, and then the rules computing each conditional probability factor are applied, taking into account the induced conditional probability. Another aspect to consider is that a node could reach another node via different paths. It means that in the initial ontology there are many object properties which have the same domain or the same range or both. So, the path uniqueness property of the polytree class, appears to be violated. Actually, it is sufficient that the path uniqueness property holds among the nodes involved in Bayesian queries. Since, each query requires specifying the set of object properties composing the path binding the query node to the evidence node, the path uniqueness property trivially holds.
VII. EXAMPLE OF QUERY EXECUTION
As an example we report the computation of the following query, relative to the ontology of figure 2: "Which is the probability that a Patent project is led by person which is CEO of a company operating in the financial sector ? ". Observing the two-levels Bayesian network in figure 5 , we can identify LLN Patent (LLN Q ) as the query component, LLN Financial (LLN E ) as the evidence component, and,Project (HLN Q ) and Sector (HLN E ) as their HLNs, respectively. Since the query involves two different HLNs, we have to annotate the Bayesian conditioning with the path binding Project to Sector. According to the System GUI in figure 4 , we can formulate the Bayesian query in the following way: The system detects that HLN E >> HLN Q and the causal inference schema is performed. It is applied recursively in a bottom-up way, until the query reaches the evidence along the path specified in the Bayesian conditioning. At the first step, the inference process decomposes the Bayesian query into the following product of probabilities:
The first probability is directly computable as shown in section V, because it belongs to the initial probability distribution. The system verifies whether an induced conditioning exists over it. In this case, an empty conditioning is returned, because patent is the initial LLN of the path, and we do not have to traverse any arc for reaching it. So, that probability is computed on the basis of the whole space of the patent projects. Note that the Bayesian path is split by the inference process, on the basis of the network structure at the higher level. The first bottom-up step finds out the new query Person (HLN' Q ). As you note, for all the HLNs along the Bayesian path, no LLN is specified by the Bayesian query, because we need to consider all the ontology instances which are related by the path to the instances belonging to the ontology classes that LLN Q and LLN E refer to. In fact we are interested in all the persons who are involved in both the leads relation with patent instances, and the (hasCEO.hasSector) relation with financial instances. In order to compute the second factor, a causal inference schema is re-applyed given that the condition HLN E >> HLN' Q holds. The inference process decomposes it into the product of the following probabilities:
hasCeo hasSector
P Person Company P Company Sector financial =
The first probability is directly computable as shown in section V, because it belongs to the initial probability distribution, but it has to be reconsidered taking the induced space into account. In fact, this time the system returns an induced conditioning space, because for reaching the Person HLN we have to traverse the leads arc. It means that we restricted the Person space to all elements belonging to Person but also satisfying the leads relation. In terms of the semantics given by the ontology, we restrict the space of all persons to that of the person leading patent projects. For the second factor (we indicate Company with HLN'' Q ), the system detects that the condition HLN E << HLN'' Q holds, that is, the evidence becomes under the query, so a diagnostic inference schema is applied to it. The inference process decomposes it in the following way: Company means that the value of the Boolean variable associated to Company is false. In this case we have to consider the ontology instances not belonging to the class that the variable refers to. We note that Company has an induced conditioning space that is the space of the companies that have CEO which leads patent projects.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK Dealing with uncertainty is crucial to make ontologies more useful. We developed a Bayesian compiling process which has an ontology as input, in terms of its TBox and ABox, and a two-level Bayesian network (2lBN) with its initial probability distributions as output. 2lBN permits us to represent both the ontology taxonomical aspects and the relationships among ontology classes, i.e. object properties. The resulting 2lBN allows us to perform reasoning involving both ontology "is a" relations and ontology object properties.
There are a number of issues that require further research. The first one, is to address other relations among classes (e.g. disjointness), cardinality (e.g. "exactly one"), equality, richer typing of properties, characteristics of properties (e.g. symmetry), and enumerated classes. The strategy we intend to pursue is to introduce new Bayesian nodes to code both logical relations and attributes of concepts (i.e, data properties). The second issue concerns the structure of the Bayesian network when it is not a polytree. In this case, all the reasoning recursive procedures may not terminate because there may be more than one path connecting two nodes. In particular, reflective ontology object properties can cause loops. There are already some proposals [10, 11] for dealing with networks which are not polytree, and we plan to investigate how they can be integrated in our approach.
